PS-300B

Sewing data programming software
This is a software package that lets you create, edit andmodify sewing patterns for electronic sewing machines
using a personal computer with no skill required.
-Product value can be increased by creating your original sewing patterns.
-Sewing pattern data can be easily modified, which reduces time taken for resizing and correcting.
-Existing sewing pattern data for previous models and external data can also be used.

Easily creates and edits sewing data

An image is displayed on the screen.
You can create data while checking the image.
You can enlarge and edit a part of the data
while checking the entire design.

The order of sewing data to be sewn can
be easily checked and changed.

Sewing data can be accurately and easily
created and modified by a batch entry
function of numeric data (unit: mm).

With a sewing simulating function, sewing
data can also be checked stitch by stitch.

External data can be loaded
Embroidery format data (DST, DSB and DSZ) and also DXF format CAD data can be read, which expands the range of design.
*This software cannot be used for electronic eyelet button holer.

Specifications
Models and Media for PS-300B

Electronic Bar Tacker

Programmable Electronic Pattern Sewer

Electronic Button Holer

Electronic Zigzag Lock Stitcher

Electronic Bar Tacker
KE-430F series: SD card
Programmable Electronic Pattern Sewer
BAS-300G series: CF card*1
Electronic Zigzag Lock Stitcher
Z-8550A,8560A:CF card*1
Electronic Button Holer
HE-800A: PROM*2
Please ask to your local Brother sales office or dealers for other models.
*1 For a CF card, a CF card reader commercially available is required.
*2 To use a PROM, a PROM writer commercially available is required.

PC Hardware and System Requirements for PS-300B
Computer Requirements
Device
Driver operating conditions
Clock frequency
Memory
Input/Output device
Hard disk
Display performance

Requirement
256MB RAM(512MB is recommended),
128MB of available hard disk space(256MB is recommended), 1GHz CPU
500MHz
256MB
CD-ROM drive
Free space of 30MB or more
1024

Input & Output Port

OS
Input Device
Output Device

~768dot, 16bit
USB port

1

Windows XP(32 bit),Vista(32 bit/64 bit), 7(32 bit/64 bit)
Mouse
CF card reader/writer, SD card

Main function : Create, change, edit, set, file input/output, data input/output
Condition of data creation : Image area 1600mm 1600mm, Minimum pitch 0.05mm,
Max. No. of stitches 100,000 stitches
Language : English, Chinese, Japanese, French
Setting ranges vary depending on model that data is output to.
Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.
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